
 

 

 

 

 

 

Best Practice: 1 

 

Title of the Practice: Focussing on Multidisciplinary Approach as per NEP 

 

The college has been shouldering upon its responsibility of spreading higher 

education among the learners of greater Sualkuchi area over the years with a view to impart 

quality higher education along with a holistic approach. In the line of NEP, multidisciplinary 

education is designed to foster an understanding of the interconnectedness of the subject-

matter through the lens of different disciplines, subject and perspectives. In this regard, the 

college has approached Government authority to introduce a new discipline i.e. Commerce 

along with existing B.A, B.sc, B.C.A and B.Voc programmes. 

Objective of the Practice:   

(1) To meet the emergent academic needs 

(2) To ensure exposure to learning opportunities, multiple disciplines and 

perspectives and cultivate new skills 

(3) To facilitate to develop an appreciation for diverse knowledge system 

(4) To bridge link between the social needs and the institution 

 

The Context: 

SBMS College being situated at Sualkuchi –a commercial weaving enclave always 

looks forward to cater the needs of proper and structured knowledge of trade, accounts, 

finance and business management, etc. to our learners who seek to opt for commerce as a 

subject in their academic venture. The need for opening Commerce stream and making it part 

of the mainstream curriculum was strongly felt in greater Sualkuchi area and this approach to 

learning will be accessible to more number of students.     

The Practice:  

Commerce as a discipline will play an active role to foster Institutional Social 

Responsibility by bridging a link between the social needs and the institution. It will 

definitely support our young students in inculcating modern knowledge in creating a proper  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

distribution channel in Silk and Handloom Industry and creating a market for surplus 

commodities. Moreover, it will support our economy grow and allows us to get the things we 

want. 

Evidence of Success: 

In order to meet the growing demand opened by the corporate enterprises , the college 

and the local community approached Govt. to introduce Commerce Stream and as a result of 

this, with the initiative of Govt. of Assam , the process of introducing Commerce Stream 

from academic session 2023-2024 materialised placing in the cabinet Meeting on 19th 

January, 2022. 

 

Problem Encountered and Resource Required: 

Though Government has announced introducing a new discipline, it is a laden task as 

usual in creating desired human resource and infrastructure but at the same time arousing 

exposure and advertising a totally new stream to attract students towards it.    
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